"Høm Faery" © 2018 by Iris Compiet, was first published in Faeries of the Faultlines. Ms. Compiet is the
Artist Guest of Honor for the 2022 World Fantasy Convention to be held in New Orleans, Louisiana.

The Louisiana Association for Literacy and the Fantastic is pleased to welcome the fantasy community of authors, artists, editors, publishers, collectors, readers, and
other supporters to New Orleans for the 48th World Fantasy Convention.
Connect with us on social media!
Facebook: https://tinyurl.com/hnf8bhaa
Twitter.com/worldfantasy_22
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/worldfantasycon2022/

“World Fantasy Convention” and “World Fantasy Award”
are service marks of the World Fantasy Convention, an
unincorporated literary society
We would like to thank Matt Leger, the artist who
created our logo.

Our Guests
Ginjer Buchanan
Victor LaValle
Jo Walton
Iris Compiet
Caitlín R. Kiernan
Andrei Codrescu
Brandon O’Brien
Nisi Shawl
Toastmaster
Ursula Vernon
For Complete Information about
WFC 2022, visit us online at
www.WFC2022.org

Welcome
Summer is in full swing here in South Louisiana and we hope it has been as enjoyable for you wherever you are as it has been down here.
Our convention krewe continues to expand in size, scope and diversity and not
a week goes by without me being amazed by all the hard work and attention to
detail. Travel arrangements for our guests from all over the world, awards being ordered, book bags and badge designs being finalized, some days the list
seems endless.
We are sure you'll be pleased and we're grateful for all the ideas and suggestions. We're also thrilled by the expanding membership and the diversity of our
attending professionals. Thank you so much for helping us make our theme of
Old Souls and New Rhythms a reality!
With less than four months to go I'd be remiss not to remind you that if you
haven't already made your hotel and travel arrangements, don't delay much
longer! It looks like it's going to be the busiest fall in New Orleans that we've
seen in years and with New Orleans Saints home football games the Sunday before and the Monday after our event, there won't be a better time to finalize
your planning.
Finally, and arguably most important, this progress report lists the nominees
for the World Fantasy Awards and the Lifetime Achievement recipients. Please
join me in celebrating their achievements and in enjoying their written words.
We look forward to honoring their works and celebrating with the award recipients on Sunday.
See you soon!

Tom Hanlon
Chairperson, World Fantasy Convention 2022

Old Souls and New Rhythms
New Orleans represents a combination of the cultural influences of food, music,
celebration, and mourning in our dynamic and ever-changing genres. New Orleans is full of histories and stories, some from the city and some from the country,
some from our visitors from foreign shores, and some from the heartland. Our
city’s culture is ancient, with roots from the Chitimacha tribe to settlers, to modern visitors, who often pause here in their travels down the mighty Mississippi
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on their way to the rest of the world and leave their fingerprint on the culture of
the city. Let’s hear them all, and let’s not forget, lest we resign ourselves to repeating past mistakes. Welcome to New Orleans, where magic still happens as it
has for generations.

Our Guests
Ginjer Buchanan
Editor Guest of Honor
Ginjer Buchanan was born in Pittsburgh, PA. After
earning a Sociology degree from Duquesne University, and a master’s in Social Work from the University of Pittsburgh, she was employed as a social
worker in Pittsburgh for two years. In the early ‘70s,
she moved to New York, and for 13 years worked at
a foster care and adoption agency. She eased into
the publishing world by doing freelance projects for
various science fiction publishers, including a stint as
consulting editor for the Star Trek novel line at Pocket Books. In 1984 she accepted a job as a full-time editor at Berkley and rose through the ranks to become Editor in Chief of the two Penguin US science fiction/fiction imprints, Ace
and Roc. In 2014, she won a Hugo for Best Editor, Long Form. Now retired, she
lives in NYC with her husband, also-retired-editor John Douglas, and spends far
too much time watching television. In 1984, she served as a World Fantasy judge
and was Toastmaster for the Seattle World Fantasy Con in 1989. She is thrilled
to have now been asked to be a guest of honor at World Fantasy Con in New
Orleans!

Victor LaValle
Author Guest of Honor
Victor LaValle is the author of seven works of
fiction and two comic books. His novels include
Big Machine, The Devil in Silver, and The Changeling, which was awarded a World Fantasy
Award, a British Fantasy Award, and the
Dragon Award for Best Horror Novel in 2018.
His novella, The Ballad of Black Tom, won a British Fantasy Award and Shirley Jackson Award; it was also a finalist for a
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Hugo, Nebula, World Fantasy, and Bram Stoker Award. His first comic book,
Victor LaValle’s DESTROYER, won a Bram Stoker Award for Best Graphic
Novel in 2019. His novel, The Changeling, is being adapted for television on
Apple TV+. He teaches writing at Columbia University and lives in the Bronx
with his wife and kids. Visit VictorLavalle.com to learn more about him and
his books.

Jo Walton
Author Guest of Honor
Jo Walton was born in Aberdare, Wales, in 1964.
She emigrated to Canada in 2002 and lives in
Montreal. Since her first publication in 2000, she
has published fifteen novels, a short story collection, and two books of essays. She has been
awarded the John W. Campbell (now Astounding) Award, the World Fantasy Award for Tooth
and Claw in 2004, the Mythopoeic Award for Lifelode in 2010, the Tiptree Award
(now Otherwise) and the RUSA Award for My Real Children in 2015, the Locus
Award for Best Non-Fiction and George R.R. Martin’s “Alfie” Award for What
Makes This Book So Great in 2015, and the E.E. Doc Smith Award, with the giant
lens, by NESFA for services to science fiction in 2017. Her best-known novel,
Among Others, was published in 2011 and won the Nebula, Hugo, Copper Cylinder Award, the British Fantasy awards, and the German Kurd Lasswitz Preiss. In
2021 she wrote a play, Heart’s Home, for Odyssey Theatre in Ottawa, which will
be broadcast in April 2022, and began a podcast with Ada Palmer called “Ex Urbe
Ad Astra.” Her most recent novel is Or What You Will (2020). She is presently
working on another essay collection in collaboration with Ada Palmer and two
novels. She plans to live to be ninety-nine and write a book every year.

Iris Compiet
Artist Guest of Honor
Iris Compiet is an award winning traditional artist and
Illustrator from the Netherlands. Drawing inspiration
from European folklore, mythology, fairytales, ghost
stories and anything from tombstones, Victorian photography to popular movies and music she explores
the depths of darkness to find the light. Storytelling is
an essential part of her artwork, and as an artist she
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strives to lure in the spectator, to make them feel a connection to the work and
open a gateway to their imagination to ignite it even further. She is the creator
of a world called Faeries of the Faultlines, a book which has been published by
Eye of Newt Books in 2021. She has worked for clients such as Netflix, Magic the
Gathering, Harper Collins and Insight Editions for which she illustrated the Dark
Crystal Bestiary and the Labyrinth Bestiary.
To learn more about Iris’ work please check out her website at http://www.iriscompiet.art.

Caitlín R. Kiernan
Author Special Guest
A two-time winner of the World Fantasy
Award, Caitlín R. Kiernan has been heralded by The New York Times as “one of
our essential writers of dark fiction.”
Kiernan’s novels include Silk, Threshold,
Low Red Moon, Daughter of Hounds, The
Red Tree (nominated for the Shirley Jackson and World Fantasy awards), and The
Drowning Girl: A Memoir (winner of the James Tiptree, Jr. and Bram Stoker
awards, nominated for the Nebula, World Fantasy, British Fantasy, Mythopoeic,
Locus, and Shirley Jackson awards). Since 2000, their short fiction has been collected in sixteen volumes. A seventeenth volume, Murder Ballads, will be released in 2023.
Between 2017 and 2020, Tor.com released Kiernan’s Lovecraftian spy-noir Tinfoil Dossie novellas – Black Helicopters, Agents of Dreamland, and The Tindalos
Asset. They have also won a World Fantasy Award for Best Short Fiction for “The
Prayer of Ninety Cats.” During the 1990s, they wrote The Dreaming for DC Comics’ Vertigo imprint and, more recently, scripted the three-volume Alabaster series for Dark Horse Comics. The first third, Alabaster: Wolves, received the Bram
Stoker Award.
Kiernan is also an accomplished paleontologist. In 2017, Brown University’s John
Hay Library established the Caitlín R. Kiernan Papers, archiving juvenilia, manuscripts, artwork, and other material related to their work.
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Andrei Codrescu
Author Special Guest
Andrei Codrescu was born in Sibiu, Transylvania,
Romania, where in the 16th century they burned
witches, in 1989 they shot students. In the teens
of the 20th century, the citizens didn’t flinch when
Europe’s second-biggest theatre festival set off
fireworks at midnight. He emigrated to Detroit in
1966, where a revolution was in progress. Tanks
nd
of the 82 Airborne and National Guard rolled down Woodward Avenue and
shot at anyone out after the 6 pm curfew. He moved to New York City in 1966,
where he met poets. His first poetry in English, License to Carry a Gun, was published in 1970. He lived in San Francisco and the Northern California town of
Monte Rio. In 1983 he founded Exquisite Corpse: a Journal of Books & Ideas
(1983–2016). Andre taught literature and poetry at Johns Hopkins University, the
University of Baltimore, and Louisiana State University. In 1983 (anno mirabilis),
he wrote weekly for The Baltimore Sun and the City Paper and started regularly
commenting on NPR (National Public Radio.) In 1989, he returned to Romania to
cover the fall of the Ceausescu regime for NPR and ABC News and wrote The
Hole in the Flag: an Exile’s Story of Return and Revolution. After this return, he
reconnected with the Romanian language and has gone back every two years.
The result is a body of work in Romanian. English is still his primary language, but
he thinks that being bilingual is beneficial. Visit www.codrescu.com to learn
more about him and his books.

Brandon O’Brien
Author Special Guest
Brandon O’Brien is a writer, performance poet,
teaching artist, and game designer from Trinidad
and Tobago. His work has been published in Uncanny Magazine, Fireside Magazine, Strange Horizons, Reckoning, and New Worlds, Old Ways:
Speculative Tales from the Caribbean, among others. He is the former poetry editor of the Hugo
Award-winning magazine FIYAH: A Magazine of
Black Speculative Fiction. His debut poetry collection, Can You Sign My Tentacle?,
is out now from Interstellar Flight Press.
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Nisi Shawl
Featured Guest
Nisi Shawl is best known for fiction dealing with
gender, race, and colonialism, including the
Nebula-finalist novel Everfair. They’re also the
co-author of Writing the Other: A Practical
Approach. Nisi is a cofounder of the Carl
Brandon Society, and has served on the Clarion
West Writers Workshop board for two decades.
Honors include the Otherwise Award, the World
Fantasy Award, two Locus Awards, and FIYAH Magazine’s Ignyte Award. Nisi
lives in Seattle proper, one block away from a beautiful, dangerous lake full of
currents and millionaires. Nisi was the Author Guest of Honor at the 2021
World Fantasy Convention but was prevented from appearing in person due to
COVID-19. We’re thrilled to honor them this year in person as a Featured
Guest. Find them on social media @NisiShawl.

Ursula Vernon
Toastmaster
Ursula Vernon is the author and illustrator of far
more projects than is probably healthy. She has written over twenty books for children, an epic webcomic
called “Digger” and various short stories and other
odds and ends, plus a dozen novels for adults under
the name T. Kingfisher.
The daughter of an artist, she spent her youth attempting to rebel but eventually
succumbed to the siren song of paint (although not before getting a degree in
Anthropology.) Her work has won multiple Hugo and Nebula awards, as well as
multiple Mythopoeic Awards and the Cóyotl, Locus, and WSFA Small Press
awards.
Having moved across the country several times, she eventually settled in Pittsboro, North Carolina, where she works full-time as an artist and creator of oddities. She lives with her husband, his chickens, a redtick coonhound, and a small
collection of cats. In addition to writing and making art, Ursula gardens, feeds
the birds, and has an unhealthy obsession with mulch.
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Autograph Reception
A highlight of the World Fantasy Convention (WFC) is an autograph session and
reception, with more than one hundred authors and artists on hand to sign their
work. The event will be held on Friday evening, November 4th. Name tents will
be provided to any attending member who wishes to sign at the event. Members
may purchase books in the Dealers’ Room, or books may be brought from home.
Details will be announced closer to the convention. If you plan to participate in
the autograph session, please let us know. Send an email to
carol.doms@gmail.com. Pre-registered signers will gain access to the room 15
minutes early.

Book Bags
Upon check-in, every attending member of the WFC receives a complimentary
bag containing fantasy and science fiction books and magazines that publishers
or authors have donated. The contents of the bags are random. A table will be
set up near the program rooms to facilitate exchanging books if desired.

Book and eBook Donations
Publishers and authors, we’d love to make your books available to attending
WFC members. Why should you donate books? Because the books our members
receive will be read, discussed, tweeted about, posted about, reviewed, and enjoyed by some of the most enthusiastic fantasy readers anywhere. And don’t
forget that WFC members can submit a nomination ballot for the annual World
Fantasy Award. The 2022 books you donate could end up on the finalist ballot
next year. For more information, visit our website at www.wfc2022.org/bookdonations-sponsorships, or send an email to Publisher Liaison Angela Jones at
publisherrelations@wfc2022.org.

Advertise With Us
The World Fantasy Convention souvenir book is a high-quality publication that
is sought after by WFC members and collectors. What better place to advertise
your new fantasy novel, magazine, publishing house, or anything else of interest to fantasy enthusiasts? The deadline for submitting ads for this year's souvenir book is October 10th. But don't wait until then. Reserve your ad space
now! The good spots get snatched up early. Contact Angela at publisherrelations@wfc2022.org or Ginny at ViceChairGinny@wfc2022.org and let them
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know what type of ad you'd like. Details and prices can be found at
https://www.wfc2022.org/advertising.

Registration
At press time, the attending membership rate for WFC 2022 is $250 USD. Supporting memberships are $50. Virtual memberships are currently $125. You may
register online at www.wfc2022.org/registration. Payment can be made electronically through PayPal or with a credit card. If you prefer to register by mail,
a form may be downloaded from the website and mailed with your check, payable to Louisiana Association for Literacy and the Fantastic to P.O. Box 19926, New
Orleans, Louisiana, 70179-1926 USA. US funds only, please. Your personal information will be kept strictly confidential. Please read our privacy statement at
wfc2022.org/policies.
What does membership get you? Attending members are welcome to participate in the convention, the autograph and artist receptions, the hospitality suite,
and the World Fantasy Award ceremony. (Note that the World Fantasy Award
Banquet is an additional charge.) Every attending member receives a bag of
books and genre-related material and a high-quality souvenir book featuring artwork, interviews, articles, and fiction written by our guests. Supporting members
will receive convention materials in the mail at the close of the convention, with
the exception of donated books. Virtual members will have remote access to all
virtual elements throughout the convention and receive the same materials as
supporting members. (Note that all panels, readings, or activities may not be offered virtually.) All members are entitled to submit a ballot for the World Fantasy
Awards in 2023 and 2024.

Our Venue
WFC 2022 will be held at The
Hyatt Regency in downtown
New Orleans, located at 601
Loyola Avenue, New Orleans,
Louisiana 70113. Experience
the best of the Big Easy at our
award-winning hotel. Located right next door to the
Caesars
Superdome,
Smoothie King Center, and
Champions Square, Hyatt Regency New Orleans offers
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easy access to the area’s most popular attractions. Hop on the Loyola Avenue
streetcar or take a walk to the historic French Quarter, Arts District, and Mississippi Riverfront. There’s no better place from which to explore the eclectic vibrancy of New Orleans. Reserve your room at www.wfc2022.org/hotel

Hospitality
The Hospitality Suite will open on Thursday, November 3, 2022. The suite will
serve regionally inspired snacks throughout each day and evening of the convention and will be available to all attending members. Specific times will be posted
at the convention and in the program book. The suite will be located in one of
the Hyatt Regency’s guest suites.

Programming
Programming for WFC 2022 is underway. Questionnaires will be going out soon
via email to those members who indicated a desire to be considered for programming. Watch for an email with a subject line that begins with "WFC 2022."
Please make sure that emails from programming@wfc2022.org are safe-listed.
If you don't receive an email, or if you aren't sure if you indicated your desire to
be considered for programming, contact Pam at the above email address and we
will check.

Membership List
As of press time, the members on the following pages have registered and given
permission for their names to appear on our website and in convention publications. If you believe your name should be on this list, please contact Ginny at
ViceChairGinny@wfc2022.org.
E. C. Ambrose

(V=Virtual, S=Supporting, N=WFA Nominee)
Bruce Farr
Nicole J. LeBoeuf

Christopher Rowe

Ken Amos

Stephanie Feldman

William Ledbetter

Michael J. C. Rowley

Kat Angeli

Patricia Ferguson

A.S. Lee

Juliet Ruiz (V)

KS Anglesey

Bayla Fine

Corry L. Lee

Steve Saffel

Paul Anguiano (V)

C.C. Finlay

Evergreen Lee

David Sandner

Julian Queen

J.H. Fleming

Gary Lee

Lynne Sargent

Kimm Antell

Judi Fleming

Mary Soon Lee (V)

Kristen Schmidt

Julia V Ashley

Jo Fletcher

Elizabeth Leggett (S)

Stacy Schonhardt

Robert Ashley

Penelope Flynn

Fred Lerner

Darrell Schweitzer

Christine Avery

Jeff Ford (N)

David D. Levine

Erik Secker

Renee Babcock

Kristin Foreman

Dax Levine

L.A. Selby
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Eugen Bacon (V,N)

Susan Forest

David Lewis

Delia Sherman

Dale Bailey

Latonya Frank

Joshua Lewis

Sharon Shinn

Nathan Ballingrud

Lisa Freitag

Ruth Lichtwardt

Linda Shipley

Justin Barba

Deb Fulton

Doug Liight

Danny Sichel (S)

Mary Beth Barba

Ken Garrison

Matt Light

Adrian Simmons

Matthew M. Bartlett
Peter S. Beagle

Gordon Van Gelder

Darian M Lindle

Bradley H. Sinor

Linda Gerstein

Kelly Link

Susan Sinor

Kyle Beauregard

Laura Anne Gilman

Duchele Long

Emily C. Skaftun

Thomas Beck

Sèphera Girón

Linda Love

Roxanne Skelly

Javier Benitez

Tracy S. Morris

Anne Collins Smith

Stacey Berg

Liz Gooch

Joe Berlant

Laura E. Goodin (V)

Brian MadduxCreech
Saytchyn MadduxCreech
Gloria Magid

Carina Bissett

Tanya Karen Gough

Usman T. Malik (N)

Theresa Smith (S)

Holly Black

Gavin Grant

Beth Marble

Davey Snyder

Caitlin Blasdell

Cathy Green

Chris Marble

Jeff Soesbe (V)

John Blaylock

Nancy Greene

Arley Sorg (N)

Amber Bliss

Justin Greer

Marshall Ryan
Maresca
Louise Marley (V)

Gwenda Bond

Mark Greer

Leah Marsh

Renee Stern

Gerald Brandt

Nicola Griffith

Anaya Martin

Willard Stone (V)

Mary Brandt

Emanuel Grigoras

Kate Maruyama (V)

Jerome Stueart

Chenelle Bremont

Costi Gurgu

Rena Mason

Kathryn Sullivan (V)

Marie Brennan

Peter Halasz

Robin Mayhall

Cathy Sweeney (V)

E.A. (Beth) Brenner

Gay Haldeman

Bruce McAllister

Patrick Swenson

Peter Brett

Joe Haldeman

Linda McAllister

Wendi Swidler

Jennifer Brinn

Dale Hanes

Rich McAllister

Michael Tallan

Mark

Summer Hanford (V)

Shawna McCarthy

Sophia Tao

Marie Burghard

Charlaine Harris

Tod McCoy

Dallas Taylor

Tammy Burke

Rebecca Harris

Ryan T. McFadden

Dena Bain Taylor

Carol Burrell (Klio)

Jay Hartlove

Ian H. McKinley

Elizabeth Taylor

Carrie Callahan

Pat Hauldren

Lucy A. McLaren (V)

James Cambias

Patrick Nielsen Hayden
Teresa Nielsen Hayden

Brandon McNulty

Christine Taylor-Butler
Kenneth Taylor-Butler
Sarah Terentiev

Bill Capossere (V)
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Farah Mendlesohn

Ginny Smith
Sarah Grey

Lindsey Stanford

Matt Cardin

Dana Hayward

Margaret Menzies

Byron Tetrick

Beth Carlberg

Kate Heartfield (V)

Cary Meriwether

Mireille Theriault

David Caron

Kathy Hedges

Adora Michaels

Brenda Carre

Alyc Helms

Jim Minz

Michael Damian
Thomas (N)
W A Thomasson

Jason Cavallaro

Pamela Herber

Mary G. Thompson

Christopher M.
Cevasco
Debi Chowdhury

Carlos Hernandez

Miguel O. Mitchell
(V)
Sarah Mitchell
Catherine Cooke
Montrose
Marian D Moore

Kendra Tornheim

Cassandra Clare

Louise HerringJones
Karen Heuler

Teri Clarke

Robert Hicks

Nela Morales

Evonne Tsang

David B. Coe/D.B.
Jackson
Cynthia Anne Cofer

Laurel Anne Hill

Cheryl Morgan (V)

David Tucker

Ashley Hisson (V)

Paula Morris

Talon Tucker

Eli Cohen

Chip Hitchcock

Joshua Moses

Tom Underberg

Franklin Coleman

Lars Hoel

Samuel Moses

D. G. Valdron

Darcy Conaty (V)

Nina Kiriki Hoffman

Chelsea Mueller

El Valencic

Tina Connolly

Lisa Holcomb

Sara A Mueller

Leo Valiquette

C. S. E. (Claire)
Cooney
Brenda Cooper

Jesse J. Holland

Ilana C. Myer

Kyleen Valleaux

David Hopkins (S)

Tina LeCount Myers

Mark L. Van Name

David E. Cowen (S)

Rich Horton

June Vernon

F. Brett Cox

fChip Houser

Kenneth Nahigian
(S)
Randall Neff (V)

H Martin Cox

Keith Hufford

Ingrid Neilson

Edd Vick

Donald S. Crankshaw
Meg Creelman

Cade Huie

Zachary Nesbit

Vincent Villafranca

Amelie Hunter

Jessie Bilse

Catelynn Cunningham
Sandi Cupp

Thea Hutcheson

Russ Nickel

Kitka Wiener
Vojkovska
Calie Voorhis

Megan Hutchins (V)

Scott Nicolay

Tim Waggoner

Scott Cupp

Alex Irvine

Garth Nix

Tina Wallace

Joni Brill Dashoff

Ruthee Ivers

Rita Oakes

Holly Lyn Walrath

Todd Dashoff

Amy Jacoby

Michael Oberg

Jean Marie Ward

Ellen Datlow (N)

Geoffrey Jacoby

Pamela Oberg

Rich Warren

Randee Dawn

Edward James

Bob Oliver

Izzy Wasserstein

Julie C. Day

Phil Janowski

Dr. Danel Olson (V)

Helene Wecker
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Amy Thomson

Liza Groen Trombi

William Vernon

Sarah Day

Kristin Janz

Heather Osborne

Jaye Wells

Jennifer Della'Zanna

John Jarrold

Mamie 10 Padgett

Edith Westfall

Kevin Denelsbeck

Alex Jennings

Joshua Palmatier

Nora E. Derrington

Kathleen Jennings

Carla Parris (S)

Robert Freeman
Wexler
Terry Weyna (V)

Marion Dilbeck

Bryan Jones

Glenn R Parris

Robert Wiener

Lauren Dixon

Richard Kadrey

Helen Patrice

Fran Wilde

Carol Doms

Kevin Kauffmann

Sharon Patry

Debbi Wilkins

J. L. (Jim) Doty

Brent Kellmer

Maree Pavletich (V)

Karen Doty

Diane Kelly

Kaitlyn Peacock

Donna Glee Williams
Rosemary Williams

Phillip Drayer Duncan
Ian Drury

Laura J Kelly

James W Van Pelt

Walter Jon Williams

Michael Kelly (V,N)

Susie Williamson (V)

Alice Duff

Jeffe Kennedy

Miyuki Jane Pinckard
Bill Piper

John Duff

Brandon Ketchum

Joy Pixley

Ann Marie Wilson

Lynn Duff

Greg Ketter

Dr Gillian Polack (V)

Cheryl Owen-Wilson

Julie S. Kelleher

Jim Killen

Gillian Polack (V)

Leonard Wilson

Staci Dumoski

Yume Kitasei

Tim Pratt

Mark Wingenfeld

Bob Dundes

ellen klages

Angeli Primlani

Paula Woldan

Carla Dundes

Gini Koch

Christine Ragan (V)

Gary Wolfe

Braden Dunn

Arin Komins

Hanson Wong

Pamela Husing

Allen Koszowski

Jennifer Rawlinson
(V)
Z.R. Gibraltar (V)

Richard Dutcher

Christine Koszowski

Cynthia Ray

Julian Yap

Shayne Easson

TK McGill

Sarah Read

Laurie Toby Edison

Michael Kucharski
(S)
Ellen Kushner

Robert V.S. Redick

Mercedes M. Yardley (V)
Kathryn Yelinek (V)

Marguerite Reed

Caroline M. Yoachim

Susan Reitz

Joel Zakem

Brian Emerich

N.R. (Nancy) Lambert
Jeremy Lassen

Juli Rew (V)

Scott Zrubek

Kelley Eskridge

Bill Lawhorn

Madeleine E. Robins

M. Huw Evans

Christina Lay

Bob Roehm

Jennie Faries

Glennis LeBlanc

Nikki Rossignol

Nate Edwards
Doug Ellis
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Angela Wilson (V)

Jason A Wyckoff

Art Show and Reception
The World Fantasy Convention Art Show features a collection of some of the best
in fantasy art. The Saturday evening reception to honor the artists and their work
is always a much-anticipated event, providing members with the opportunity to
mingle with the artists. A list of participating artists at press time is posted at
www.wfc2022.org/participating-artists.
The deadline for submitting an application has been extended until September
1, 2022. The art show is juried. Please visit www.wfc2022.org/art-show for
more information or to apply. Questions? Contact Scott Zrubek at
artshow@wfc2022.org.

Dealers’ Room
Applications are now being accepted for space in the 2022 World Fantasy Convention Dealers’ Room. Please note that space in the Dealers’ Room is juried.
Books are given priority, preferably new or collector’s editions. Art and art-quality hand-made jewelry may also be included. Please note that costumes, costume parts, knickknacks, games, and toys are not considered appropriate for the
WFC Dealers’ Room. For more information and instructions on applying for space
in the Dealers’ Room, visit www.wfc2022.org/dealers-room. Please direct questions to dealersroom@wfc2022.org

World Fantasy Award Final Ballot Announced
Congratulations to the nominees and Lifetime Achievement recipients! Special
thanks to this year’s World Fantasy Award judges: C. S. E. Cooney, Julie Crisp, C.
C. Finlay, Richard Kadrey, and Misha Stone.
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Samuel R. Delany
Terri Windling
NOVEL
Black Water Sister by Zen Cho (Ace
Books/Macmillan)
A Master of Djinn by P. Djèlí Clark (Tordotcom/Orbit UK)
The City Beautiful by Aden Polydoros (Inkyard Press)
The Jasmine Throne by Tasha Suri (Orbit
US/Orbit UK)
The Last House on Needless Street by
Catriona Ward (Nightfire/Viper UK)
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NOVELLA
“For Sale by Owner” by Elizabeth Hand
(When Things Get Dark)
Nothing But Blackened Teeth by Cassandra Khaw (Nightfire)
And What Can We Offer You Tonight by
Premee Mohamed (Neon Hemlock
Press)
Finches by A. M. Muffaz (Vernacular
Books)
“A Canticle for Lost Girls” by Isabel Yap
(Never Have I Ever: Stories)

SHORT FICTION
"The Failing Name" by Eugen Bacon and
Seb Doubinsky (Fantasy Magazine, Aug.
2021)
"The Demon Sage's Daughter" by Varsha
Dinesh (Strange Horizons, 8 Feb 2021)
“If the Martians Have Magic” by P. Djèlí
Clark (Uncanny Magazine #42, Sep/Oct
2021)
“#Spring Love, #Pichal Pairi” by Usman T.
Malik (Tor.com, Mar 3 2021)
“Where Oaken Hearts Do Gather” by Sarah Pinsker (Uncanny Magazine #39,
Mar/Apr 2021)
“(emet)” by Lauren Ring (The Magazine
of Fantasy & Science Fiction, July/Aug
2021)

ANTHOLOGY
Professor Charlatan Bardot’s Travel Anthology to the Most (Fictional) Haunted
Buildings in the Weird, Wild World (2021
Edition), eds. Charlatan Bardot and Eric
J. Guignard (Dark Moon Books)
When Things Get Dark: Stories Inspired
by Shirley Jackson, ed. Ellen Datlow (Titan Books)
The Year’s Best Dark Fantasy & Horror
Volume Two, ed. Paula Guran (Pyr)
The Year’s Best African Speculative Fiction (2021), ed. Oghenechovwe Donald
Ekpeki (Jembefola Press)
Speculative Fiction for Dreamers: A
Latinx Anthology, eds. Alex Hernandez,
Matthew David Goodwin, Sarah Rafael
García (Mad Creek Books an imprint of
the Ohio State University Press)

COLLECTION
Tales the Devil Told Me by Jen Fawkes
(Press 53)
Big Dark Hole: Stories by Jeffrey Ford
(Small Beer Press)
Midnight Doorways: Fables from Pakistan
by Usman T. Malik (Kitab)
The Tallow-Wife and Other Tales by Angela Slatter (Tartarus Press)
The Ghost Sequences by A. C. Wise
(Undertow Publications)
Never Have I Ever: Stories by Isabel Yap
(Small Beer Press)

ARTIST
Brom
Odera Igbokwe
Tran Nguyen
Aleksandra Skiba
Charles Vess

SPECIAL AWARD - PROFESSIONAL
Charlie Jane Anders, for Never Say You
Can’t Survive (Tordotcom)
Cam Collins and Steve Shell, for Old Gods
of Appalachia (podcast)
Irene Gallo, for Tor.com
Marjorie Liu and Sana Takeda, for Monstress Volume Six: The Vow (Image Comics)
William K. Schafer, for Subterranean
Press
Sheree Renée Thomas, for editing F&SF

SPECIAL AWARD - NON-PROFESSIONAL
Gautam Bhatia and Vanessa Rose Phin,
for Strange Horizons
Maria J. Pérez Cuervo, for Hellebore
Michael Kelly, for Undertow Publications
Tonia Ransom, for Nightlight: A Horror
Fiction Podcast
Arley Sorg and Christie Yant, for Fantasy
Magazine
Lynne M. Thomas and Michael Damian
Thomas, for Uncanny Magazine
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Do You Tweet? Instagram? Facebook?
The social media team, Marah and Karen, would like to remind you to follow,
like, andjoin us on:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/worldfantasy_22
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/World-Fantasy-Convention-2022102576038963001
Facebook Event: https://www.facebook.com/events/323761559390550
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/worldfantasycon2022/
Hashtags we're using are #WorldFantasyConvention2022, #WorldFantasy22,
#WorldFantasyConvention, #WorldFantasy
Please join the conversation and share to let others know!

Zoom Hosts Needed
We are looking forward to a robust and exciting virtual convention! We hope to
live-stream as many program items and readings as possible - but we can't do it
alone. Whether you plan to participate in the convention remotely or in person,
we need you. In-person members will run the Zoom sessions from New Orleans,
and virtual members will control the remote Zoom sessions. Not a Zoom expert?
No worries! We'll train you on everything you need to know. As an added benefit, if you commit to hosting at least three Zoom sessions (though we would appreciate way more!) plus attending the pre-conference trainings and practice
sessions, we will add you to the Virtual Programming team. That qualifies you
for the staff rate of $50. Interested? Contact Angela at virtualconcoordinator@wfc2022.org.

Volunteer Opportunities Available
Want to make the most out of your convention experience? There’s no better
way to meet people and make contacts than volunteering. The heart of World
Fantasy Convention is our members – without you the organization wouldn’t
exist! And with you this year’s convention will be amazing. Volunteer opportunities are available in almost every area of the convention: the autograph session, art show, hospitality suite, book bag stuffing, registration, programming –
the list goes on. Most areas require no special skills. If you can hold up a sign or
fill a water pitcher, we need you! Contact Volunteer Coordinator Ruth Lichtwardt at volunteers4wfc2022@gmail.com.
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COVID-19 Statement
WFC 2022 is committed to protecting the health and safety of our members. We
have added a Pandemic Risk Advisor to our staff and are watching the COVID-19
situation carefully.
Our safety protocols for WFC 2022 are as follows:
• Attending members must be fully vaccinated. Proof of vaccination will be
required upon check-in at the convention.
• Masks will be required in all public places. Masks must be worn properly,
covering the nose and mouth. If a member appears at any WFC 2022 event
without a mask, they will be asked to put one on. If they refuse, their membership will be revoked, their badge confiscated, and they will be required
to leave the convention.
• Safe social distances will be observed at all times.
• Hand sanitizer will be easily accessible throughout the convention.
If you are not fully vaccinated for any reason, please do not purchase an attending membership. We invite you to purchase a virtual membership and participate
in the convention remotely.
If you purchase an attending membership and your situation changes to the
point that you do not feel safe participating in person, contact us about converting to a virtual membership.
We will continue to monitor the COVID-19 situation. This policy may be modified,
subject to changing conditions.

Convention Policies
We want our convention to be a safe, comfortable, and enjoyable experience for
everyone. Since the convention committee and the sponsoring organization
have neither legal police powers nor employ police officers, we have established
standards of expected behavior that apply to everyone.

Code of Conduct
The WFC exists for the enjoyment and enrichment of its members and community. Although we believe our members and attendees as a whole are rational
and responsible adults, this Code of Conduct seeks to ensure that the behavior
of any person or group does not disturb the membership as a whole or detract
from the relaxed and comfortable atmosphere of our events. It is important that
you read and understand this Code. Anyone who attends the WFC is expected to
follow this Code for the entire event duration.
WFC is prepared to deal with any issues related to the Code in as rapid and efficient a manner as possible should they occur. We thank our members and
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attendees for their assistance in making WFC events enjoyable experiences for
everyone. Have fun—just please remember to be courteous to those around you
while doing so!
WFC values free expression of opinions and open discourse; this policy is not
established to limit those.

Behavior Policy
All WFC events should be an experience where everyone feels welcomed and
comfortable. Discrimination based on, but not limited to, gender, race, ethnicity,
religion, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, or physical/mental disability, is
not tolerated. Harassment of any kind is not tolerated. If someone tells you “no”
or asks you to leave them alone, your business with them is done.
If you feel that you are being discriminated against or harassed, or if you notice
someone behaving inappropriately (such as violating hotel or convention policies), we respectfully suggest the following:
• If you feel comfortable doing so, point out the inappropriate behavior to the
person(s) involved. Often this will solve the problem immediately.
• If you do not feel comfortable talking with the person(s) involved or if talking
to them does not resolve the issue, please report the situation immediately.
Try to provide a name, badge name/number, and/or physical description of
the person(s) involved. Note that we need to know during the event about
any incidents to take action.
Upon receipt of a complaint, an authorized committee member will be delegated
to create a report of the incident, including talking to those involved and any
witnesses, and work with the Chair of the convention to decide on appropriate
action. WFC will keep private the identities of persons involved as much as possible, restricting the identities to those parties with a genuine need to know to
perform their duties. Disclosure of any identifying information of those involved
in a complaint, or details about the complaint, by any staff of WFC, beyond that
described above, without the consent of those involved may be viewed as harassment and responded to accordingly. WFC will be happy to help participants
contact hotel security or local law enforcement, provide escorts, or otherwise
assist members to feel safe for the duration of the convention.

Privacy of Photographs/Recording Electronic Information
Photography and video and/or audio recordings are frequently made by WFC
during events. The likenesses of event attendees and members may appear in
those recordings. Attendees and members agree to assign without compensation the use of their likeness in promotional material.
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Personal Photography / Recordings
Please be polite and ask before taking photographs or recordings of attendees
and members whenever possible. Remember that just because someone is in
costume does not mean that they automatically grant permission to be photographed. Video and audio recording and photography for personal archival use
only is generally acceptable unless individuals make it clear that they do not want
to be photographed or recorded. In that case, any photographing or recording
them is expressly forbidden.

Revocation of Membership
WFC reserves the right to revoke membership from and eject anyone at any time
from a WFC event without a refund. Failure to adhere to any of these policies
may result in possible consequences including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking with all parties involved and attempting to mediate a solution
Issuing verbal warnings
Revoking memberships and requesting the person(s) leave the event
Involving hotel or facility staff or security
Contacting local law enforcement
Banning attendance at and membership in WFC, including any post-WFC
events.

Interpretation
WFC reserves the right to amend these rules at any time without prior or posted
notice and reserves the sole right of interpretation. Please keep in mind that
these rules involve, of course, “worst-case” scenarios and are put in place to ensure the safety and comfort of our members. They are not all-inclusive; in all
cases, the singular rule that supersedes all others is, “Any action or behavior that
is illegal or causes significant interference with event operations, excessive discomfort to other attendees, or adversely affects WFC’s relationship with its
guests, its venue, or the public is strictly forbidden and may result in revocation
of membership privileges.”

Diversity and Inclusion
The 2022 WFC committee is unconditionally devoted to promoting diversity
within our convention. We will have a Diversity and Inclusion Committee on programming. We are also actively recruiting people to create better cultural, gender, and community representation across all aspects of our convention, including the Art Show and the Dealers’ Room. These are still, for the most part, early
days in the planning of our convention, but we are looking at ways to increase
diversity and inclusion both in our membership and in our convention committee
and volunteer base. We agree that there have been problems in handling
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community concerns regarding sensitive and serious issues in the past, and we
are taking steps to address these problems. We want our convention to be a
friendly, accepting, comfortable place for BIPOC, queer, disabled, and other marginalized writers and fantasy enthusiasts.
Furthermore, the WFC 2022 abhors the inequalities indigenous, marginalized,
and historically underrepresented people are confronted with in policing and
other aspects of society around the world, including Louisiana and the US, and
we stand with them. We are committed to ensuring that all underrepresented
people are given equal opportunities to participate in all aspects of our convention.

Accessibility
WFC 2022 is committed to providing the best possible experience to all our attendees, including those who need visual or auditory interpretive assistance or
have limited mobility, or who require other assistance. Our venue, the Hyatt Regency, is ADA-compliant. Our function space, elevators, public bathrooms, and
public areas are completely accessible to scooters and wheelchairs. If you require special assistance or have questions concerning accessibility, please contact Bryan Jones at info@wfc2022.org.

Privacy Statement
We collect your information to allow the convention committee and staff to provide you with better services. Your personal information will be kept strictly confidential. We will ask for your consent before sharing your information with anyone outside this convention committee.
1.

2.

3.

We must retain records relating to member registration and financial
transactions. Other than this obligation, at a user’s request, we will remove any information about the user from all online systems after the
2022 WFC.
Contact information will be shared with the next two World Fantasy Conventions to allow our members the right to exercise their WFC nomination
rights. If you do not want your information shared with future conventions, please indicate that on your registration form.
Member financial payment information, e.g., credit card numbers, does
not come to us through online payment systems (PayPal, WIX, and
Square); such information is handled exclusively by the online payment
service. (We use only Payment Card Industry [PCI] compliant companies
when processing your credit cards.) Credit card information submitted
physically (through a signed credit card slip) is kept secure and is not
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shared with anyone or used for any purpose other than the membership
or other transaction requested by the member. Any physical copies of
credit card information are shredded when the payment has been finalized.
The Louisiana Association for Literacy and the Fantastic is the sponsoring organization for this convention. LALF observes the laws of the United States and the
State of Louisiana, the rules of the WFC Board, and the by-laws of LALF. Within
the practical limits and resources of a non-profit volunteer organization, we will
observe international best practices for privacy as well as transparency in relation to information storage and privacy policies.

Committee
Chair: Tom Hanlon
ChairTom@wfc2022.org
Vice-Chairs:
Ginny Smith ViceChairGinny@wfc2022.org
Bryan Jones ViceChairBryan@wfc2022.org
Advisory Board: Bruce Farr, William Lawhorn, Ann Marie Rudolph, Mike Willmoth,
Pablo Vazquez
Accessibility: Bryan Jones
ViceChairBryan@wfc2022.org
Art Show: Scott Zrubek
artshow@wfc2022.org
Banquet: Diane Lacey
guestrelations@wfc2022.org
Con Office: Robert Taylor
Dealers’ Room: Bill Lawhorn
dealersroom@wfc2022.org
Dock Master: Chris Marble
Guest Relations: Diane Lacey (Dept. Head),
Debi Chowdhury, Rosemary Williams, Carol
Doms guestrelations@wfc2022.org,
World Fantasy Award Liaison:
Tod McCoy
Hotel Liaison: Ann Marie Rudolph (Dept.
Head), Nancy Watts
hotel@wfc2022.org
Logistics: Chuck Siros

Operations: Unity Rains
Pandemic Risk Advisor:
Dr. Sarah Buxbaum
Programming: Pam Oberg
programming@wfc2022.org
Mike Oberg, Maree Pavletich
Publisher Relations: Angela Jones
publisherrelations@wfc2022.org
Publications: Kristen Schmidt, Mike Willmoth
Recruiter: Debi Chowdhury
At-Con Registration: Bill and June Vernon
Social Media: Marah Searle-Kovaceic,
Karen Fishwick
Souvenir Book: Patrick Swenson
Treasurer: Ken Garrison (dept head), Jerri
Hall (Asst Treasurer)
Treasurer@wfc2022.org

Virtual Con Coordinator: Angela Wilson
VirtualConCoordinator@wfc2022.org
Website: Ginny Smith, Jeremiah McCoy
Website Advisor: Catelynn Cunningham

Contact any committee member at info@wfc2022.org
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